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Photon astronomy started 
millenaries ago with this instrument:



Cosmic ray physics started one 
century ago with this instrument

charged electroscope discharged electroscope

Spontaneous discharge !



“Spontaneous discharge”

1901: Wilson notices that discharge is 
identical on the ground and underground

Rutherford shows that natural radioactivity 
is responsible (ground and contaminated 
apparatus)

1910: Theodore Wulf shows (jesuit 
physicist builder of best electroscopes) 
works on the top of the Eiffel Tower

3.5 ions/cm3

instead of
0.4 ions/cm3 

expected

6 ions/cm3

at the ground



Ionizing particles come from the sky

Victor Hess studies the discharge 
of electroscopes as a function of 
altitude reaching 5,300 meters in 
a balloon! 
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Cosmic rays-induced atmospheric showers
Pierre Auger - pioneer of ultrahigh energy 
cosmic ray studies

In 1937, he discovered that cosmic rays can 
reach the Earth with energies up to 1015 eV

With an array of Geiger counters that 
events reach the detectors simultaneously 
at a much higher rate than expected due to 
coincidence . He discovered extensive air 
showers (EAS)



Why are we interested in 
ultrahigh energy cosmic rays?

Energies that cannot be reproduced on Earth!

We don’t know what sources produce these particles, and how.

LHC

4 cosmic rays/cm2/s => 1kg/yr << 40000 kg/yr (meteorites)



Why is it so difficult?

cosmic rays are charged and the Universe is magnetized

air showers are not easy to understand

the Physics of the most powerful objects in the Universe is not well understood



If we go to energies higher than Pierre Auger’s shower, 
the particles can be spread over several kilometers

Te http://astro.uchicago.edu/cosmus/projects/aires/ xt
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Showers of particles generated by UHECRs

When such a particle strikes the earth's atmosphere, 
it creates a shower of lower energy secondary 
particles that can reach ground level. About a 

hundred of these secondary particles pass through 
our bodies every second.



http://th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de/~drescher/CASSIM/ext
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How can we detect these showers of 
particles?

Remember the flux is 1 particle/km2/century!!

As the shower moves through 
the atmosphere, molecules get 
excited and they emit light 
that can be detected with 
FLUORESCENCE DETECTORS

Particles arriving at ground 
can be detected with 
SURFACE DETECTORS



Surface Detectors:

1950s: Volcano Ranch, 
19 detectors in 8 km2

1967: Haverah Park, 
200 detectors in 12 km2

1990s: AGASA, 
140 detectors in 100 km2
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Fluorescence Detectors:
1981: Fly’s Eye, 

2 telescope sets separated 3.4 km

An “impossible” event of 3×1020 eV:
“They went out to catch butterflies, and 

caught an F-111 aircraft”

1992: HiRes, 
2 telescopes separated 12 km



3000 km2 !

Surface Detector!
+ !

Fluorescence Detector!

100 km2 !

Not enough!!, what’s next?
If we really want to study the highest cosmic rays 

(remember a few particles/km2/century!!)

 Something Bigger!!

 Combine both techniques!



The Pierre Auger Observatory
A detector for Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays

3 000 km2

Northern site (proposed)
20 000 km2

Argentina
Australia
Brasil
Bolivia*
Croatia*
Czech 
Republic
France
Germany
Italy
Mexico
Netherlands

> 400 PhD scientists 
from more than 80 
Institutions and 18 

countries

Poland
Portugal
Slovenia                      
Spain 
UK"
USA
Vietnam*
*Associate Countries

Southern site



First Hybrid Detector of UHECRs



Auger South

Surface Array: 1660 tanks in a 3,000 km2

4 Fluorescence Detector Sites
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Aligned tanks seen from Los Leones



Cherenkov water tank

Auger SD station

Plastic tank

Solar panel

Comms antenna

GPS antenna

battery

Diffusive white “liner”

PMT

12 m3 of clean water



Surface Detector



Surface Detector



Building the Observatory

Created by Cyril Lachaud



Building the Observatory

Created by Cyril Lachaud



Los Leones Fluorescence Detector





corrector lens
(aperture x2)

440 PMT camera    1.5° per pixel

segmented 
spherical mirror



4 times 6 telescopes overlooking the site

Los Leones

Los Morados

Coihueco

Loma Amarilla



https://www.amnh.org/
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Auger from Google Earth
http://www.phys.psu.edu/~coutu/Auger_Google_Earth.htm
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SD physicists making friends



Assembly building

Tank deployment

Water deployment

To tank location

Electronics

11



Good old days: Haverah Park (U.K.) Cosmic Ray Detector 
late 60‘s



Good old days: Haverah Park (U.K.) Cosmic Ray Detector 
late 60‘s

Malargue 2006…

Do you think 
they need help?



EAS

Angle

Cascade plane

Fly’s eye with some
active photodetectors

Čerenkov tanks

Impact point

fluorescence light :
[300,400] nm light 
from de-excitation 
of atmospheric N2

Take advantage of the hybrid nature of the 
Pierre Auger Observatory

Hybrid measurement allows to check:
trigger efficiency

energy-direction calibration
systematic errors



First 4-fold hybrid event

Malargüe
May 20th, 2007

E ~ 1019 eV 



longitudinal development of EAS
~calorimetric, model-independent energy measurement

10 % duty cycle

fluorescence light produced is proportional to the 
energy dissipation by EAS in the atmosphere

fluorescence detector (FD)
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sample particle densities as the EAS arrives
Energy = shower size

100 % duty cycle

SD energy estimator calibrated by calorimetric measurement 
from FD in Hybrid events

The array of surface detectors (SD)
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Energy calibration with FD
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Energy uncertainty:
7% @ 1019 eV - 15% @ 1020 eV

Energy resolution better than 20%Calibration curve

Note: both S38° and EFD are 
determined experimentally.

DO NOT rely on any simulation

ESD = A (S38°)B with B ~ 1



Public Event Explorer

http://auger.colostate.edu/ED/
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Exposure
[km2 yr sr]

• Events (01/01/04 > 12/31/08) with θ < 60°
• EAS are selected on the basis of topology and 
time compatibility of the triggered detector
• The tank with highest signal must be enclosed 
within an hexagon  of working detectors

∫ εdetection × area(t) dt
εdetection = 100% for E = 3 × 1018 eV

State of the SD array
12/31/2008 (1665 tanks)

State of the SD array
01/01/2004 (154 tanks)

acell = 4.59 km2 sr



The energy spectrum of cosmic rays

Exposure: 12790 km2 sr yr

Ankle

Flux 
suppression 



Arrival directions of the highest energy 
cosmic rays

Anisotropic sky at the highest energies 

• 69 events above 55 EeV

• Catalogue of astrophysical objects with relative exposure



Chemical composition

The change of <Xmax> per decade of energy is called elongation 
rate and is sensitive to changes in composition with energy.



Questions

What are the primaries ?
Where do they come from ?

How do they get their energy ?
What do they reveal about our universe ?

Can they be used as tools for astrophysics ?
May they be valuable messengers from distant sources ?

Fundamental observables

Angular 
spectrum

Mass 
spectrum

Energy 
spectrum

arrival directions differential flux composition



Examine the clues
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Examine the clues

proton

iron

chemical composition

arrival directions in the sky

use observations
put them together with theories
does it work?
can we eliminate some models?

energy spectrum



... Why is there no powerful object in 
the arrival direction of highest energy particles?



... Why is there no powerful object in 
the arrival direction of highest energy particles?

because of magnetic fields



in a magnetized Universe, 
charged particles don’t go straight

a magnetized region is like a 
box with many magnets

the bunch of magnets creates a 
magnetic field

particles propagating in a 
magnetic field are deflected
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in a magnetized Universe, 
charged particles don’t go straight

our Galaxy and the other 
galaxies in the Universe 

host a magnetic field

a magnetized region is like a 
box with many magnets

the bunch of magnets creates a 
magnetic field

particles propagating in a 
magnetic field are deflected



the whole Universe is magnetized
but we don’t know yet very well how
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energy spectrum

why does the number of 
particles drop suddenly?

the “Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin” cut-off
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energy spectrum

why does the number of 
particles drop suddenly?

particles of higher energy are 
not produced?

Auger cannot see above this energy?

the “Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin” cut-off

another possible explanation:
cut-off was predicted by Greisen, Zatsepin & Kuzmin (1966)

the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)

cosmic rays at ultrahigh energy interact 
with photons of the CMB and lose their 
energy...



the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin cut-off
or why the sources are not in our Galaxy

but not too far away either
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How far?
Size of our Galaxy: 0.01 Mpc

the highest energy cosmic rays 
come from sources located at 

approx. 4 to 100 Mpc

http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/galform/millennium/
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Active Galactic Nuclei

Galaxy with a supermassive black hole at the center, 
with powerful jets



Principal suspect #1: 
Active Galactic Nuclei

Galaxy with a supermassive black hole at the center, 
with powerful jets

what can 
happen here?
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Fermi 
acceleration

the particle gains energy each 
time it hits the shock
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Fermi 
acceleration

the particle gains energy each 
time it hits the shock

finally the shock cannot take 
over the particle
the particle escapes

shock



Principal suspect #2: 
Gamma-Ray Bursts

Extremely energetic explosions of stars
that produces “gamma-rays” (light that carries high energy)

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/news/topstory/2003/0618rosettaburst.html
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Principal suspect #2: 
Gamma-Ray Bursts

Extremely energetic explosions of stars
that produces “gamma-rays” (light that carries high energy)

Fermi 
acceleration 
here

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/news/topstory/2003/0618rosettaburst.html
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Principal suspect #3: 
Magnetars

Neutron star with very a strong magnetic field and that 
spins very fast



At the end of its life, the core of a star cannot 
support its own mass and collapses

The inner material is transformed into 100% 
neutrons: we obtain a neutron star.
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At the end of its life, the core of a star cannot 
support its own mass and collapses

The inner material is transformed into 100% 
neutrons: we obtain a neutron star.

Material is “frozen” inside 
strong magnetic field.

The collapse generates a strong magnetic 
field and a very fast rotation.

When the magnetar 
rotates, the material is 
accelerated 

and finally ejected.
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Multi-messenger Astrophysics
looking for other clues

UHE 
cosmic ray

cosmic ray with less energy

neutrino

gamma-ray 
(high energy photon)

neutrinos with IceCube

Fermi up in space

HESS in Namibia

gamma-ray telescopes

CTA: future project



Future plans

Looking for sources 
of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays



Auger SOUTH

Auger NORTH, JEM-EUSO, ….

What next?
New experiments to collect more cosmic rays at the highest energies

Increase surface of the detector even more





Auger NORTH  
8,000 mile2  ~20,720 km2

 

SQUARE GRID  
1.414 mile separation

(2.26 km)

1 large PMT / tank
40 FD telescopes

Auger SOUTH     
3,000 km2 = 1,157 mile2

Hexagonal grid - 
1.5 km separation
FD sites - 4 (180o)



Looking at the air-showers from space: 
JEM-EUSO (Japanese-european)

http://hep.fi.infn.it/PAMELA/naumov/Eng/UHECR/Relevant.htm
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Eth > 1020 eV
Fluorescence only
~ 20% duty cycle



Kumiko Kotera - Maria Monasor - Benjamin Rouillé d’Orfeuil

Looking for huge energy particles 
coming from space

University of Chicago

A new messenger from the Universe!

In the future:
study the most powerful objects using cosmic rays


